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INVASION! 
 

Constitutional United States of America 
Sovereign Elite Star Command 

 
 

Elite Alien Fighting Task Force  
URGENT Report on Earth’s Condition Prior to Ascension 

 
Facts:  

Aliens are real, and Aliens are dangerous. 
 

There’s been an ascension every 2000 years. This is the last ascension. 
  True Light SOURCE is leaving this battered planet. 

We can go with it. Ascension time is here. 
 
 

 
 

For more information go to www.creationlightship.com  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

HARD TO BELIEVE 

The words I say will be difficult to believe. Yet they are truer than the United States 
Presidential Campaign, Mac Donald’s, or Coca Cola. Although I have written the 
preliminary information in an easy to understand manner, there is more key information 
distributed throughout the document. Some of you will need to print and reread this 
information to obtain a full understanding. I will begin with an introduction to who I am, 
why I am here, and then explain basic true light principles and ascension and to give you 
a foundation of understanding before the report of our advanced battle activities. This is 
the only report that will be written.  

WHO I AM 

My name is not important, but I am from the United States and call myself A. I will begin 
by saying that time travel in this world has been going on for a very long time. With this 
understanding, I am from Earth year 2072. Where I am from, timelines are common 
knowledge and well understood; although they already exist now and in all ages. On 
timelines I have time traveled both backward and forward in time. I am human, but 
because I have a deeper understanding of timeline travel and vibrational fields, most 
people are unable see me. As we begin, I apologize for my sometimes poor writing skills. 
Writing is not my forte, but it was critical that someone document this information.  
 
I am speaking to you as a defender of freedom from the future. I am returning with 
many of my fellow time travelers to try to defeat that which utterly destroys us and our 
race as we know it in the future if we fail. In the future the presence of SOURCE we all 
had within us has been totally lost in the cloned worlds of our former selves. Our true 
Divine Identity is completely lost for those remaining on Earth after the 2012 
ascension. It’s an epic time to be here at this particular window of time beyond what 
most people truly realize.  

WHY I AM HERE 

I am here with a large group of warriors. We are time travelers and soldiers, an elite 
fighting force from the future who are fighting the last battles.  The last battles refer to 
the alien wars that are occurring now during the Earth’s last ascension. You may refer to 
us as the Constitutional United States of America Sovereign Elite Star Command. We 
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lead the military forces of many sovereign nations on Earth as defenders of true 
sovereign freedom for all.   
 

ASCENSION 101 - CREATION LIGHTSHIP  

TRUE LIGHT SOURCE 

True Light SOURCE is also known as; True Divine Light, True SOURCE Spirit, True 
Sovereign Light, Real Light, Light Force Energy, Light, or SOURCE. The name is 
unimportant, but the understanding is critical. The Real Light doesn’t promote ITSELF, 
since you have it within your heart.  There is no need for True Light to advertise ITSELF 
through religion, channeling, or any other type of misinformation. Truth is within your 
heart, not the mind.  
 
The human mind is corrupted by interference. Infants are born with 100% True Light 
Spirit, but Spirit diminishes as heart information weakens and mind takes over. Go 
within; don’t pray outside yourself, lest you become prey. You are empowered by the 
True SOURCE Spirit that resides inside of you. There are more ways to rejuvenate your 
heart centered Light Force Energy which you can learn more about on the Creation 
Lightship website. 

ALIENS 

Yes, aliens exist. Most aliens are on the side of dark and few are on the side of Light. 
Their dark influence has been on planet Earth since the beginning. This was not the plan 
of True Light SOURCE aka True Divine Light, but planet Earth was captured early in its 
history. Aliens are duplicating the True Light SOURCE in what we call the light of the 
darkness also known as good masquerading as evil. In this report, I will explain the alien 
agenda and its effect, but suffice it to say that the beautiful free will of this planet has 
been captured, and you too have been taken prisoner.  

ASCENSION EVERY 2000 YEARS 

Ascension is real and occurs at ascension points every 2000 years. The current 
ascension  is a special ascension and the last that will occur on this planet.  The Earth 
Spirit and all True Light will depart from this planet permanently, only clones will 
remain. This may be frightening for some of you who read, and it’s due to this urgent 
nature that I write. 
 
Ascension points occur every 2000 years, SOURCE looks for trapped SOURCE Light to 
free ITSELF during this period of time leading up to final ascension.  Most of us have 
missed many cycles of ascension and our True Light has been diluted beyond 
recognizable Light to see or save.  This is a key point - Light can only see Light. The 
stated goal of darkness is to steal your True Light and keep it hidden.  Only during 
ascension times does the True Light come battle to regain these parts of you. The Light 
also offers these alien races options to come into the True Light as well. 

http://www.creationlightship.com/
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Ascension has been hidden from you by the dark. Jesus and other masters came to 
prepare you and teach ascension, but this truth was lost by writers and translators who 
didn’t understand their meaning. This quiet truth was also corrupted by profit; religion 
in all its forms is a multibillion dollar industry.  
 
As the true Ascension quickly approaches, only Source Space Holders are retaining 
Planet Earth’s space temporarily intact for humanity, otherwise this short window of 
opportunity to free ourselves or all would be lost already.   
 
I am speaking to you as a defender of freedom from the future. I am returning with 
many of my fellow time travelers to try to defeat that which utterly destroys us and our 
race as we know it in the future if we fail. In the future the presence of SOURCE we all 
had within us has been totally lost in the cloned worlds of our former selves. Our true 
Divine identity is completely lost for those remaining on Earth after the ascension. 
 
Your spirit chose to be on Earth at this time for the ascension. It’s an epic time to be 
here at this particular window of time beyond what most people truly realize.  

PRE-ASCENSION BATTLES 

We are presently engaged in the final battles of what I term pre-ascension.  The final 
True Light on Earth and alien planned grand false illusion. If you read science fiction or 
watch movies these seemingly farfetched versions of alien reality present more truth 
than is known to your synagogues, churches, mosques, temples, etc... 
 
True Light SOURCE was originally in all Divine beings in the beginning.  We now fight on 
the one timeline we all came from.   

WARNING – RELIGIOUS DOGMA & NEW AGE TEACHING 

Things are not ok. The Earth’s situation has continuously degraded, in spite of the lie 
that espouses we are moving into more light. It’s critical that all people turn from 
religious dogma and new age teachings. Problems are given to mankind covertly to get 
many to turn to and look for guidance from a higher power.  
 
All alien systems of religion and false light bring more suffering, physical and emotional 
pain, and death.  Religion and suffering is all strange to our true nature and not the plan 
of True Light freedom.  Don’t turn to these sources outside yourself for fabricated 
healings of cloned realities and timelines that make your mind feel empowered by their 
false hope and assistance  These false truths are only using your Divinity for their own 
purpose.   

http://www.creationlightship.com/
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RELIGIOUS CORRUPTION 

The story of killing the Ambassador of Peace, known as Jesus or Yeshua, and calling it 
the Divine plan to die and be murdered for the sins of humanity is absurd. According to 
the Jesus story, Jesus died for “our sins.” Yet, SOURCE would never judge or blatantly 
murder ITS own ambassador as part of a Divine plan and use a blasphemous sacrificial 
remembrance of eating the flesh and blood to commemorate this murderous death.  All 
forms of religion are alien, blasphemous, and abominable, promoting a blatant lie of our 
true nature and source of power within.   

GOOD MASCARAEDING AS EVIL 

The United Galactic Alien Federation is alien races that claim to come in good will, and 
there are others. It’s all completely false propaganda.  No alien federation ever has or 
ever will come to help the human race return to its true roots of original Divine SOURCE 
creation.  They’ve changed the story to their own advantage copying the True SOURCE 
story again and again.  We refer to this as light of darkness aka evil masquerading as 
good. This occurs in many different forms; an endless cycle of utter half-truths mixed 
with nonsense fed to the mind controlled masses to control the destiny of human cattle 
on the way to the alien stock yards to be culled and eaten.  
 
None of these infiltrating alien races should be here or are part of the original Earth’s 
Divine Creation that was once Sovereign and in Pure Divine Peace.  Only the original 
SOURCE creations should be here now, and nothing else. Nonetheless, these purported 
loving aliens are the deliberate corrupters of our once peaceful Earth. This is despite 
their love and light propaganda and the artificial self-promoting religions of lies and 
death. This includes all the common alien races people have blatantly been fooled into 
thinking have come in peace and goodness to help us with love and talk of non-
interference with our world.  Some don't know they are controlled, worst case, like us. 

PRAYER IS DANGEROUS - ONLY GO WITHIN 

Prayer is dangerous, it notifies the aliens and lets them know they were successful in 
creating trauma in your life. The only purpose of prayer is to illuminate you like a 
beacon so that the aliens can cultivate and use your emotional energy as a generator to 
fuel, feed, and bring on more problems to repeat the process. 
 
Go within where the alien mind cannot function.  In order to completely stop all alien 
infiltrations, humans must not have any form of contact with alien gods.  This includes 
channeling, religion, angels, prayers, and any form of contact with these so called higher 
dimensional Divine beings or cloned servants of so called higher light. Contact with alien 
gods will make you sicker and sicker and make your life increasingly difficult. The pure 
complete Light of SOURCE was originally given to you at birth and there is no need for 
any other source of Light. The full undiluted complete SOURCE Light is available to all of 
ITS creation.   

http://www.creationlightship.com/
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Therefore, alien mind games of looking for higher dimensional selves and light coming 
to us for salvation, is an alien propaganda cloned dilution of the real you.  You are the 
one that is Divine and Sovereign in Earth’s original Divine creation. Don’t give away your 
sovereignty to things, people, and religions you truly know nothing about.   

MIND TO HEART DROP 

Go within, remain neutral and get True Light information from your heart and do the 
mind to heart drop earnestly several times a day. You can do this easily by starting in 
your head and counting to ten as you drop into your heart. Count backwards from ten 
to one and imagine an elevator dropping from mind into heart as you count. In the heart 
is peace. In a few seconds you can accomplish what yogis have strived for for centuries.  
 
Meditation is unnecessary and not recommended. Channeling information from angelic 
beings or masters is equally disastrous. All spirit information outside of you has been 
corrupted, infiltrated by alien mind, and is dangerously misleading. The peace you seek 
is already in your heart center. The information you seek is there too. Get out of your 
head and into your heart with the mind to heart drop.  
 
Do this frequently and get in line with your true priorities that have nothing to do with 
serving alien gods outside yourself. Your Divine integrity that has been severely 
damaged by this nonsense.  Stop all fragmented-diluted information of mind.   

WORK ONLY WITH TRUE SOURCE 

We work with the SOURCE that resides within all of us from original pure creation, to 
clear all alien densities and judgments.  All must do the same and return to pure Peace 
and neutral Divine Light in the moment within. The aliens will judge through mind 
anything we as liberators of True Sovereignty do to free you from their control.  So don’t 
go to their alien implanted mind for information on us, instead choose heart over mind.  
Alien mind and your True Heart within are completely incompatible.  

TRUE LIGHT AMBASSADOR  

An ambassador of True Light appears on Earth at ascension time once every two 
thousand years. This man is on Earth now, just as Jesus did 2000 years ago, to assist with 
the True Light ascension. A great man that is able to clear densities through the power 
of the True Light Creation Lightship, Ron Amitron is the director of SOURCE on this Earth 
during these final times. He is a Light Being Doctor on the Creation Lightship and all and 
the information in this report can be found on www.creationlightship.com  and heard 
on BBS and Rumor Mill News Internet Radio. He is also a commander of the Elite Light 
Fleet and assisting with the reversal of aliens who seek to harm Earth’s inhabitants in 
preparation for ascension. 

ASCENSION - ONLY ONE ANNOUNCEMENT – THIS IS IT 

The sovereign forces in general don’t send reports because they are aware that it would 
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quickly overwhelm most people to realize what is usually in the realm of sci fi, is in fact 
truth. We don’t want to detract from the simple basic truths people can do to help the 
human race regain its individual self-sovereignty.  Summaries: intergalactichums.com 
 
As foremost protector of the Earth’s sovereignty, this is the first and last report that will 
be sent. This report is for those on Earth’s now cloned surface to let them know about 
the horrors and extreme seriousness of the predicament this Earth is in. The Earth spirit 
has left due to the alien invasion of this planet. 
 
To our fellow, once sovereign humans who yearn for the True Integrity we once had and 
enjoyed, in the moment and in connection with True Creative SOURCE beyond this 
duality alien reality, I salute all of you in your desire to find our True Individual Sovereign 
power within.  It has always been there. 
 

TRUTH BEYOND COMPREHENSION  
 

TRUTH BEYOND COMPREHENSION 

In the future that I am from it’s common knowledge that aliens have the ability to create 
whatever reality, belief system, or programmed reality they want through their mind 
interface in us.  People must understand that the human mind is from alien timelines 
and not from our True Light SOURCE in the heart within.  
 
I have seen and experienced things that are so beyond what the average programmed 
human thinks could possibly happen to this world and yet it has happened and it’s at 
this critical juncture in time you live now. I have time traveled to so many locations 
combating aliens in strange universes of cloned light fabricated from darkness. The 
delusion that runs our reality is beyond your comprehension and I will avoid in depth 
discussion since this would be incomprehensible without experiencing it.  

TRUE LIGHT ASCENSION VERSUS ALIEN ASCENSION 

There are two versions of ascension.  This must be looked at from two different 
ascension points going on at fairly close, but parallel realities.  One version is very 
complex and has enumerable versions of you cloned on timelines, and ways to be saved 
in light of darkness, and the other is very simple and the real sovereign you.  This can get 
somewhat hard to fathom and understand I realize. One is from SOURCE and the other 
is from enumerable cloned realities of alien mind that is very complicated.  
 
All alien mind generated belief systems and gods outside our sovereign Divine self are 
trapping us in time.  This alien grid is locking us out of our True Divine Light in the 
moment.  This is trapping us all in their hierarchical grid systems of rule in enumerable 
forms.  All these portals and connections to their sources need to be closed down and 
destroyed to regain our individual sovereignty and release their alien mind in us.  This is 
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absolutely vital to understand for human species to survive in spiritual integrity and get 
it back before SOURCE'S true instant now ascension verses the alien time ascension that 
will dilute any True Light left in us to cloned forms and destroy all true identity of Divine 
SOURCE.  The alien false mind knows nothing about your True Spiritual Sovereign 
Identity.  It’s far too late for many and sadly there is little time to convince them. We 
don’t have time for those who are alien mind controlled. Those will be the brain washed 
diluted mind victims of the dead burying the dead.  Only those consciously awake have a 
small opportunity of reunion with their True Selves now. 
  
Constantly fighting to regain our True Sovereignty is a large responsibility. It’s a never 
ending battle fighting to regain our Sovereignty. The main problem is that the human 
mind connects with alien portals bringing in their cloned dilution of our True Identity by 
religiously opening up the alien portals of false light.  I need to reiterate over again we 
have very limited time and beseech all of you to please go within to help us in this epic 
fight for freedom.  You can help us by finding that neutral peaceful heart location and 
working with SOURCE to reveal the true nature our own entrapment. 
 

WHAT IF YOU DON’T ASCEND 

I am speaking to you as a visitor from the future and from this vantage point all things of 
True Divinity have and will become unrecognizable. What will remain is bleak; a cloned 
avatar alien mind representation of the true human race.   
 
The truth of modern society is that it’s in a dreadful state and people are unaware with 
no background of the truth. This condition grows worse once True Light leaves the 
planet after the 2012 ascension point. There will be no more ascension after this. Your 
Spirit will be trapped on this planet.  
 
The alien mind inserted in all of us can and will never tell the facts of what is truly 
happening on this planet from True Light’s lost point of view.  I reiterate, we must all go 
within at this epic time to succeed. For our True Identity is within and not going to 
promote itself.  The alien agenda is externally always active and self-promoting through 
their external mass media and consciousness. 
 

NEUTRAL EMOTION ON TIMELINES UNDETECTABLE 

We must remain focused on the next engagement that requires full neutral attention on 
an extremely serious level instead of emotional nature. We can’t defeat the aliens at 
their own game if we stay in their emotional timeline reality. We have to remain 
completely neutral and focused to avoid detection on their timelines as they quickly pick 
up any emotions on timelines. Therefore we must remain in SOURCE'S presence as 
much as possible in peace. This state is impossible to maintain without SOURCE'S help. 
We all have emotions but through SOURCE'S help when engaging in battle we have to 
turn them completely off in the heat of battle. 

http://www.creationlightship.com/
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TRUE LIGHT WEAPONRY UPDATES 

We have incorporated upgrades to our hardware and weapons with the SOURCE of our 
True Sovereign Divine Original Creation Energy helping us. We are going to places that 
were not even known or possible with our own technology. We are discovering trapped 
fragments of ourselves in areas never before or known to exist.  
 
At the same time we are encountering systems of attack that we couldn’t previously in 
our most infinite wisdom ever defeat before SOURCE arrived. Yet we go now, heading 
out to do the impossible. And I do mean literally impossible and returning back with 
more freedoms won and our human race fragments recovered of our lost selves for 
SOURCE to reintegrate into our True Divinity once again.  

DEATH SPIRAL 

We have been in many battles against the light of darkness and only survived in the 
protection of SOURCE to regenerate our perfection beyond time despite the alien’s 
attempts to do what they thought would easily be an easy task to eradicate us and all 
sources of Sovereign Freedom. In their truly diabolic plans to take this entire Earth and 
its human species into a death spiral beyond what anyone can possibly imagine.  This is 
very apparent to us returning from the future.  You, me, and Earth would already be 
gone if it weren’t for SOURCE. We have already repelled many attacks that would have 
completely taken out the Earth as we know it.  

HELP FROM TRUE LIGHT 

The Light helps us as we help ourselves.  A known fact is that True SOURCE is not 
promoting what it gave us within.  SOURCE only appears as backup when it’s impossible 
to succeed ourselves - due to the diabolic alien agenda which has infiltrated our once 
Divine Essence.   It’s the Sovereign SOURCE within our hearts we must use to do the 
bulk of this work ourselves, to free ourselves.  However, SOURCE will step in during 
certain heavy engagements with any alien’s battle forces.  These moments are 
temporary until we are made whole or recouped with enough strength and healed.  
SOURCE has restored to health those that were un-restorable.  
 
Sadly, it’s unknown at this time how many will find the True SOURCE within themselves, 
as alien mind ware runs wild without control in all but the very savvy people conscious 
of where their true peace resides. Please go within, beyond time, in your own Divine 
empowered heart, centered in the present moment. A special place in your heart that is 
timeless and exists beyond time and mind and being duality corrupted and cloned - 
what is truly us in the creative moment of the Light of the creative Divine Sovereign 
Presence we truly are.   
 
If you aren’t free from your emotional history it will be impossible for you to understand 
my true meaning.  Alien emotions have replaced our original Divine nature of Peace.  
 
If you look at your artists and singing groups, you will find that many of them have 
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consciously known what and where we truly are at this time.  Many song writers have 
sung of IT in their lyrics.  It also shows up in movies and in everyday activities all around 
you.  It has become translucent and more apparent.  
 

PRE-ASCENSION BATTLES 

PRE ASCENSION BATTLES 

As everyone knows something is terribly wrong with this reality despite false 
conformations and assurance that a grand plan is going to fix it all.  Alien propaganda 
does this through connecting to their saving belief system the mind follows and appears 
as manifestations of false gods, angels, and systems of hierarchical nature above us to 
control us. 
 
It’s complicated to discuss what has happened to us from the duality point of view. 
From SOURCE'S point of view, go within and work with SOURCE only for that is who you 
truly are. I must emphasize time is so short.  I can tell you that the true answers for our 
freedom already reside in our heart beyond any written word. We must all go to our 
heart now for truth.  
 
The main purpose of this report an attempt to describe that the Earth has been 
completely taken over by an alien mind software reality. This, as incredible as it may 
sound, involves the cloning of the real Divine Earth that was originally in Light.  Also that 
the timeline realities we live in now are not of True Light, and that all versions of truth 
as the mind sees it are from the light of darkness universe of the mind matrix. All 
information that is not from our SOURCE within is from darkness or light of darkness 
and leading the human race astray in the alien lands of time.  
 
The sophistication of how the aliens can do this is beyond what the average person can 
possibly comprehend. I must point out that the mind cannot interpret the programs that 
run it. A computer is aware to only the point of its programmed reality matrix reality 
and sees nothing more.  The alien mind is very similar.  A computer cannot be aware of 
something it doesn’t synthetically hold in its timed memory.  
 
Throw away your television and you’ve still got a perfect virtual reality animated full 
color reality going on upstairs in our mind creating our movie script 24/7.  This they 
established in us from the alien worlds of light of darkness Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
holographic realities, to entrap us with a false cloned copy of our true empowerment 
within. The Truth SOURCE within has always been with us.  We always had Divine 
SOURCE integrity in the moment that never promoted or sought after anything outside 
of ITSELF.  Our True Nature knows this.  
 
Our True SOURCE identity doesn’t understand why IT would ever need to promote 
ITSELF  and it has no idea what time is.  Is it clear that the alien mind is not really ours? 
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Please understand that our reality is lived through the cloned mind and is not our real 
SOURCE within.  Our alien mind is telling us exactly what to believe as truth. The aliens 
feed on the distress created through this truth and they want us to continue to believe 
so they can control our reality.   

BELIEF SYSTEMS 

To many of the aliens it’s just a game to play through the alien mind they have inserted 
into us.  Watching humans suffer and die is entertaining and gratifying for aliens. They 
give humans the different belief systems and races so that we are divided and seek to 
fight each other. This is a common history of what they use to generate emotions to 
feed on us.   
 
The minds belief system finds it impossible to believe it’s wrong (or not from SOURCE) 
and will fight to protect and serve its belief in salvation from the alien god that was 
created to run its reality.  True SOURCE doesn’t work in belief systems. In the moment 
of newness you don’t believe anything.  You are in perfect neutral harmony with all of 
creation beyond the time worlds.  This concept is impossible for the alien mind to 
understand and the alien mind must have conflict to operate and believe in.  If you are 
having a hard time accepting this, know that the alien mind will convince you otherwise.  
 
The alien inserted mind questions what it cannot understand.  It just flat out doesn’t get 
it, and never will.  To those that are heart centered, they never wonder if they get it 
because they already have it now. 
 
The programmed mind doesn’t want to lose the hard drive that creates the false matrix 
reality.  “Give me back my programmed reality, it’s the only truth I know!”  These 
people seem to be awake and present, but are dealing with a cloned reality - the lights 
are on but nobody’s home.  There are far too many movies in this thing upstairs we call 
alien mind. It becomes impossible to convince someone to drop into their heart and find 
out who they are beyond alien reality. 
 
Earth as we know it will not return to this reality to help us maintain light of darkness 
creation any longer.  The movie is about to end and take a new highway to hell, so don’t 
forget the light at the end of the tunnel is not real and is only on so the mind sees it to 
lead you down the road that has no return. People in mind are easily led astray, all you 
need is a light at the end of any tunnel and they will follow. 
 
In the future, many of us are a robotically high tech cloned nature beyond our wildest 
dreams that further devolves into AI programmed reality.  It’s just an abominable reality 
for people to comprehend and seems to be digitally controlled on a timeline. We are 
now engaged in fighting and destroying alien gods who have perpetrated their mind 
control agenda on humans. Humans have been taught to believe in the holy god that is 
going to save them and that they pray to every day religiously.  High technology 
holographic beings programming your reality through alien mind ware became the 
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creators of your reality. 
 
The good news is that there is no hell, you are already in it, and it will get worse as long 
as you are programmed to believe it will get better by serving the alien gods and staying 
in their control grid.  All holographic mind matrix alien pathways lead to death in the 
end of our civilization no matter what remnant of it we tried to preserve. All false truth 
pathways lead to death. 
 
 
================================================== 
 

TIME TRAVELERS - FOUNDING FATHERS OF THE UNTITED STATES 
 
The other huge returning force we ran into is from the Original founded Constitutional 
United States of America.  They are known as the founding fathers of True Sovereignty 
and liberty.  These founding fathers as people know it are actually time travelers 
returning to Earth to set up the principles of true freedom back on this Earth and hold 
this freedom for all of humankind and humanity starting with a land that was not 
controlled by duality systems of hierarchy.  
 

FREEDOM FROM GOVERNMENT & RELIGION 

SOURCE originally gave each individual sovereignty within. Our time traveling founding 
fathers had many sovereign ideals to keep us from being corrupted by other alien 
controlled countries. This was not based on any hierarchical system of kings or queens 
or powers outside the sovereign self. It was a way to try and establish true freedom 
back on the Earth freed from alien controlled hierarchal systems of light of darkness in 
both religions systems and alien controlled government systems.  
 
For simplicity sake this preliminary background is needed to realize the power of the 
protectors of the Light held only within and beyond the alien infiltration.  
 
The Founding Fathers held utmost the ideals of holding true individual freedoms for all 
as sovereign individuals. A place of True Sovereignty for the individual seeking refuge 
from powers outside themselves. They told us the original SOURCE energy of our own 
creation is now here as back up to help the true United States of America Constitutional 
Freedom Force in alliance with many freedom loving nations, fight these corrupted 
infiltrating alien forces decimating the world at this time.  
 
This we found in addition as we worked with United States of America Constitutional 
Forces that were established in a heavy covert alien war just out of a normal human’s 
sight.  We traveled back in time to fix our own mistakes and found many welcome 
forces there to help us. SOURCE has a totally different way of doing business. SOURCE 
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does help but it doesn’t have an agenda of wanting something in return.  It did not even 
promote ITSELF or appear to be known to the general masses.  
 
The idea of unalienable rights was not based on allegiance false idol worship.  The idea 
that you already had this power within, but you gave it away on conditions and 
contracts made in time for favors from alien god is abhorrent.   
 
This was a great surprise to us to find that this new non-contractual Light SOURCE was 
not here to promote ITSELF or appear as angels or alien gods, or give us written 
contractual information or any form of channeled information in saving ourselves. In 
fact we found that this SOURCE was always present in us before we had become diluted 
and lost our sovereignty in the alien controlled time worlds.  
 
ITS sole purpose was that IT saw us as Light and IT was returned at this point in time to 
gather ITSELF or US.  We the people founded by True Spiritual Integrity within found this 
to be the ultimate source of Sovereign Freedom the founding fathers were connected 
to.  We also knew these basic principles to some extent. That the human individual has 
certain unalienable rights that come due to the fact that they are a creation of Pure 
Divine Light that sees no difference between ITS creation and ITSELF.   
 
There is no duality in the 100% Light creation universe to cause any separation in True 
Divinity and what IT gives us freely, simply due to the fact we are IT. The aliens never 
created our true origins and that is why they require religious contract to keep us in 
bondage to use us like batteries. 

PROGRAMED MIND GENERATED REALITY  

The duality worlds have changed this whole scenario giving everyone cloned light, time, 
and alien gods as false solutions.  This is offered as a savior for our programmed mind 
generated reality. We found this mind trap in and of itself was an illusion of the freedom 
we were all following.  
 
All of the volumes of history and all that mankind has done is a history of working with 
alien gods, and the alien agenda of what it means to be this or that member or race or 
creed or religion is all part of the plot to keep us from finding our True Sovereignty by 
going within.  
 
All of the information about how or why we are at this point of history is 
inconsequential to what the true purpose is. We have become diluted and lost our 
sovereign power from looking for answers outside ourselves.   

GO WITHIN 

SOURCE comes from a place beyond time it is Pure Light creating in the moment. There 
is no hierarchical system of control or not knowing within. All creative answers are 
found in the moment to choose to be whatever creative manifesting you choose to 
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experience in the creative light universe.  
 
With this basis it’s important to know that the Creative Sovereign Light we are doesn’t 
watch and govern us.  SOURCE does not judge us. SOURCE doesn’t need to promote 
what it already gave us as everything is within. Including the freedom to choose what 
we will do.  You cannot choose to do something in the moment that will hurt someone 
or something as this isn’t possible in a world of 100% no time.  These options only 
happen in our Earth’s duality and alien time worlds of light and darkness. Also, in the 
True Light world of “no time” there is no need for contractual agreements.  
 
We are where we are and it’s pointless to try and figure out how we got here and how 
time and the duality worlds became this Earth’s dark reality. www.intergalactichumans.com 
It continues to happen due to people not going within, but searching for answers 
outside of their sovereign selves. The alien mind will ask questions forever and there are 
no satisfying answers within alien mind. The True Light SOURCE answers us, “in the 
moment,” by freeing ourselves from the alien mind duality and time we are trapped in. 

HUMAN MIND CONTROLLED BY ALIEN MIND 

Scientists and physicists in this time period are aware of cloned parallel universes and 
talking about it on many of your present programs.  The true history of aliens controlling 
us is becoming more transparent on TV history programs and Hollywood movies.  
 
For those of us who came from the future, alien mind control is very old news and 
where all religions came from.  A more detailed description of alien mind is:  alien 
timeline processing parallel timeline duality light of darkness universal mass mind 
consciousness reality conductor. This may be a little wordy but it states that the mind is 
alien to spirit.  The mind never has and never will operate in true sovereignty in 100% 
Creative Light Universes. The mind reads scripts from past and future for information on 
to how to govern itself according to duality light of darkness rules.  
 
The mind is not of the sovereign Divinity we hold within. Instead, it is the mind time that 
has been inserted into us that is key to why we are now operated by artificial reality.  I 
have repeated this over and over again due to the fact the aliens are not saying it 
anywhere.   
 
The True 100% Light Universe doesn’t operate in mind time reality and knows nothing 
about it.  
 

ENDLESS DEAD ENDS 

There are duality artificial holographic realities that speed up and slow down time; 
rolling out timelines like scrolls before coming out with new realities and scripts on new 
entrapped timelines of false salvation that keep you searching for new ways to be 
saved.  Following one alien path only leads to yet another path in the future that will be 
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connected to your present one.  All alien paths lead to trauma, pain, and misfortune. 
Alien timelines lead to new belief paths that lead to endless dead ends. Does anyone 
understand we’ve all been duped? 

PARABLE – OIL & WATER 

The SOURCE creative moment universe and the light of darkness duality universe are 
their own separate unique incompatible universes. The creative Sovereign Light works in 
the present moment only and the light of darkness works in time only. They are two 
completely different realities that don’t mix. I will use a parable as an example of how 
this can be understood.  
 
Oil and water are separate unique unmixable substances. Similarly, the True Light 
Universe and light of darkness duality universes don’t mix. People in mind can never go 
to oil to figure out and describe living water. Nor can living water go to oil to describe 
the duality of time and mind. The mind will only see cloned oil flowing that looks like 
water in its holographic time reality. Living water has no concept of how to understand 
what oil is composed of.  
 
The information comes from non-compatible sources of interchangeable reality. You 
cannot find the truth about living water within by reading timelines of mind created 
matrix realities based in oiled fabricated holographic truth.  This is from a light of 
darkness reality real only to its oil based reality.   

MIND VERSUS HEART 

When I talk about how the True Present Sovereign Light is helping us there will always 
be two interpretations.  The oil based mind readers use alien software as source in mind 
to interpret this information. This will be the mind giving them a totally different, but 
still cloned version of the same mirrored information their Sovereign Spirit within will 
give them.  By going within we get the True Sovereign power within.  
 
Those in alien mind will get a totally different interpretation of light than someone that 
goes to their heart for True SOURCE for their creative empowerment. Likewise, the 
darkness will clone the Light and reinsert this fabricated mind truth in the mind to have 
programmed truth as its tool of understanding. Therefore the source you go to find your 
reality is what will determine the outcome of your reality.  These are the two realities, 
that don’t mix, and are alien to each other.  

BATTLE OF SOVEREIGNTY 

SOURCE DOESN’T INTERFACE WITH DARK – EXCEPTION 

The SOURCE, as I call it, is not interested in taking over the light of darkness' own unique 
reality. As I pointed out it doesn’t even interface with it. SOURCE sees no problem with 
the light of darkness universe existing as long as it exists in its own realm and doesn’t 
interfere with the Light's sovereignty.  
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With this said, SOURCE can see ITS creation of Light trapped in the light of darkness. Us 
and our world. To recover ITS Light is the only reason SOURCE will come into the alien 
world of duality.  SOURCE needs to find and recover ITS own stolen Light pieces to hold 
ITS own spiritual integrity.  SOURCE sees the dark trying to steal True SOURCE Energy to 
use as light of darkness, and SOURCE will and does protect ITS own spiritual integrity at 
ascension points. 
 

DARK BEINGS OFFERED LIGHT BODY 

Free will is offered to even the light of darkness to become a sovereign creation of Light 
if it chooses. This is how SOURCE explains it to us as we battle with aliens to regain our 
true sovereignty with our True Light back up. SOURCE energy will not force light of 
darkness or try to take over its path.  It will only fight if needed in freeing ITSELF from 
those alien groups stupid enough to engage it. If a being from light of darkness chooses 
the SOURCE energy of pure Divine Light they never came from, at that moment SOURCE 
energy will create a body of Light for it to become a being of Light SOURCE energy. They 
are also offered true freedom to be a creative being of Light.  
 
Unfortunately most aliens don’t accept, because they believe they can do as they please 
and are terminated rather than give up what they have stolen.  Some of these alien 
races are very tricky. Often stolen fragments of Light power up clones and other realities 
that are complicated to discuss. These aliens are often high on the ladder of hierarchical 
systems and are of supreme power in time universes and dominate with no sense of 
wanting to be in SOURCE energy. These races waltz in and do whatever they please. It 
has never occurred to most aliens that they may lose their stolen power, as they have 
stolen from humans since this Earth began, and done with us whatever they please.  I 
won’t reveal the horrors of what they do to humans, but will let you know that it does 
involve you.  
 
The many forms these races take will not be of value to help you go to SOURCE. I will 
spare you their grotesque descriptions. Again, I will not describe what they have done to 
us.  No one who is impacted by alien mind (and we all are under its control) can ever 
believe or comprehend the dark’s fabricated synthetic creation could do such diabolic 
deeds.  
 
Since the dark is taking SOURCE energy in their conquest of stealing SOURCE, SOURCE 
Light will protect ITS Spiritual Integrity and destroy the aggressor rather than let its 
creation be destroyed.  Under normal circumstances SOURCE doesn’t need to and 
doesn’t watch over or govern ITS creation.  IT gives ITS creation everything IT needs by 
accessing within.  Therefore there is no concept of a hierarchy outside ones True 
Sovereignty within.  And the idea of govern doesn’t exist.  Ideally things would remain 
this way and this process would not be needed for ascension.  
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The SOURCE doesn’t seek conflict or war in this engagement with light of darkness 
stealing True Light.  However SOURCE will do what IT must to maintain ITS spiritual 
integrity.  From my own experiences (and there are many besides just my own), on 
many occasions we have encountered alien races with no desire to come into The Light 
and hell bent on taking over and destroying us rather than giving up stolen Light. We 
eliminate them if they choose not to come to The Light. 
 

PRAYER ILLUMINATES FOR DESTRUCTION 

If you are out here on the front lines, you are definitely not praying to their alien gods 
and religions for salvation from their own destructive assaults. They seek to completely 
eliminate us and prayer illuminates the users enabling the dark to see him/her as a 
target for destruction. 

MORE ALIENS COMING IN THROUGH TIMELINES 

In many instances we fight off only those who come at us directly to destroy and then 
we seal off timelines with SOURCE freezing their reality as we seal their alien time 
portals with preset calculated advanced time measuring wave implosion devices.  We 
have found enumerable hoards of them were coming into our galaxy.  
 
Unlike normal battles on Earth there are no resting periods in between battle victories. 
We are always on full alert between battles as the aliens can and do suddenly drop in 
timelines through a vortex, often carrying hundreds of alien ships to battle. This leaves 
us with no rest. 

SOURCE DESTROYS DARK 

If at all possible, SOURCE chooses life over death, rather than just coming in and 
destroying.  SOURCE doesn’t work in time except as a way of protecting ITS own 
Sovereignty when directly confronted.  In many cases SOURCE has stopped time with ITS 
in the moment technology and freezes timelines affecting ITS stolen self as we seal the 
invaders off.   
 
The Light seeks to seal off all light of darkness energy stealing ITSELF and not to destroy 
the universe of light of darkness realities' right to exist on its own turf. I’m trying to 
clarify this point through repetition, because it’s important and may be confusing for 
some. Again, SOURCE is not an aggressive domineering force and has no understanding 
of the concept of domination which we who are trapped in time know far too well.  
 
Again, the dark can choose to come into The Light or choose to quit attacking The Light.  
However if alien light of darkness continues its assault on The Light, The Light will simply 
protect itself to the darkness’s own demise.  SOURCE does this by literally neutralizing 
the area with peace in a brilliant instant flash of white neutral Light that duality cannot 
exist in and will be destroyed by its presence.  Despite all this The Light respects the light 
of darkness existence and doesn’t infiltrate or seek to destroy its life forms. 
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NO CONFLICT IN SOURCE LIGHT 

In a universe of 100% SOURCE Light, we lose all concept of duality. Once out of the light 
of darkness holographic mind reality, the idea of conflict doesn’t and cannot exist in 
100% Light.  The idea of conflict originates and exists only in duality which can exist only 
in alien light of darkness universes.  
 
Under normal circumstances the light of darkness universe that thrives in conflict is not 
encountered when in the Light Universe. The light of darkness is its own creation that 
the SOURCE Pure Light Universe never created and knows nothing about.  That is why 
you have never heard of True Light while trapped in our world of duality. This dark 
world of duality provides us alien gods and religions for salvation for your alien mind 
which result in death. The only way to avoid conflict is to go within to find this SOURCE 
that is only within your heart center beyond time. 
 
SOURCE'S reality is completely separate from darkness and never encountered under 
normal circumstances, as the Light SOURCE universe is very intact under normal 
conditions and cannot allow corruption of any kind. ITS reality cannot allow light of 
darkness and must maintain complete integrity within ITSELF at all times without letting 
in a trace of contamination from time - time takes you out of the moment. 

EMOTIONS ARE YOUR DEMISE 

Again, conflict is generated by polar opposites that only exist in time worlds. Only peace 
exists in the world of True Light. Our emotions have been given to us by the dark and 
are used as an energy source by the dark. Imagine emotional ups and downs as an 
energy source, batteries, or food for the alien dark. The more emotion you produce the 
more illuminated you become, so that the alien dark may come feed on you as prey.  

CYCLICAL EMOTION 

Even happiness creates sadness or it couldn’t exist in light of darkness.  Any emotion is 
cyclical clockwork leading to its' polar opposite. This duality has to exist in paired 
opposites in timed events to be light of darkness reality by this universes' own definition 
of existence. It must have a hierarchical structure and ties in with the alien God pyramid 
illuminated structure to maintain its domination. 

TRUE SOURCE IS PEACE 

In contrast, True SOURCE has only peace. This is a complete neutral peace presence 
throughout ITS existence coupled with the freedom to create infinitely in the moment 
with no past or future reference and no judgment. There are no polar opposites to be 
judged by in this neutral peace. The True Light is void of duality that causes pain and 
suffering and possesses freewill without time, and exists in the now without aliens to 
run us like clockwork. 
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I am not here to predict the future or argue with anyone about what is right or wrong or 
what pathway you should choose. I can only tell you that the source for True Light 
information comes from within your heart and not from any mind. Unfortunately alien 
agendas and religious false constructs of our true identity that have cloned us on this 
planet are working through people in their alien minds to further prevent this planet 
from being free. I have had the opportunity to find the real source of True Light within, 
and I again confirm that True Light cannot be found outside of oneself.  Nor is it found in 
false masters or gods and angels of false light representing True Light beings.  Nor is it 
found in self-promoting propaganda used in mind to insert timelines of salvation that 
don’t give True Light SOURCE energy empowerment back to the individual.  

2012 ASCENSION  

Currently, your spirit is trapped on Earth. When you die the aliens recycle you at death 
and ultimately bring your spirit back to Earth. This process is known as reincarnation 
and your spirit is unable to escape this cycle. The only exception to this is during this 
short period available only every 2000 years where our True SOURCE will take you back 
to your home planet of Peace. SOURCE will look for you during this time and find you if 
you are heart centered, in moment, and cleared out enough for True Light to see you 
and be released from the alien bar codes that trap you on this Earth.   
 
Free will True SOURCE intends for you to freely visit other galaxies of peace and beauty, 
but that is not possible once your spirit has entered the Earth realm. The 2012 ascension 
is the only opportunity for you to move out of Earth’s light of the dark cloned duality to 
a planet of peace. 
 
SOURCE intends for all people to have free will and experience all that they wish to 
experience in the moment. The Earth experience is a trap. If you are reading this, it’s 
because you were enticed to come here to Earth and your Spirit discovered that you 
were unable to leave this planet. If you have ever felt like you aren’t from this planet, 
you are correct. You are stuck on this planet of duality and suffering.  
 
I am here to tell you this is the final opportunity in time before true ascension occurs. Be 
warned that the false light will take the unwary on a false ascension to a darker place. 
Watch for this as the dark preaches that religious energies will guide you to a safe 
ascension including; religion, gods, spirit channels, or friendly aliens– this is completely 
false. The only safe guidance is within, not without. Go within to your heart, where mind 
energy doesn’t exist. 
 
This is the last ascension point, Earth’s Spirit and all True Light are leaving. I have seen 
the future of this planet and it becomes more painful and destructive than all horror and 
science fiction novels combined. There will be no True Light remaining on Earth after 
this ascension. If you want to prepare for ascension you must partake of a Spirit Bar 
Code clearing so that The Light can find you and the dark cannot. If you wish your body 
to ascend your emotions and densities must be cleared. Clearings and more information 
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can be found at www.creationlightship.com . 
 
We cannot get to a peaceful world by repeating or reexamining any of our past or future 
history. In fact doing so will lead to our own downfall as it all repeats endlessly on 
timelines. Nothing in our timeline history is going to predict what we must do. We have 
lost a very important fact, that our true empowerment lies in the moment (in the now) 
and this is not found anywhere in our timeline history.  

GO WITHIN TO SUCCEED IN BATTLE 

SOURCE has returned for this short period prior to ascension to help us and all. Our 
answers reside in going to that peaceful SOURCE within, even as we battle. We cannot 
battle while holding any feeling of hatred or even emotional love that both exist on alien 
timelines or it will illuminate us and they can detect us. We have found that we must 
battle with a peaceful and neutral heart aided by True Light to win our battles.  
 
We have found the ability to do things completely beyond our self-purporting high 
technology by going inward to True Light SOURCE. Even though we have technology that 
seems incredibly advanced to humans on this timeline this is not why we have the 
ability to win wars.  
 
We will win because we are returning to SOURCE. That is as simple as I can put it. We 
will win because we are releasing all our judgments and belief systems that trap us on 
alien created artificial holographic timelines running their alien mind in time energy 
through us as conflict energy. I reiterate the fact, that all who wish true freedom to go 
inward to that place of peace and follow the heart.  

HIGH TECH ARMOR OF TRUE LIGHT 

As soldiers, we have very high tech armor and many advanced abilities. But the main 
advantage we have is our weapons have been advanced with True Light technology for 
immediate beyond time take out of aliens seeking to entrap us, and we fight to free you 
from the many timelines you are trapped in with the instantaneous reaction of our 
weapons to go beyond time generated reality in alien battles.  
 
We seek and fight only those areas where humanity is trapped. We don’t have any 
purpose other than freedom and that all may choose it. Unfortunately the choice hasn’t 
been available until SOURCE backup came in at this time period. This is the time period 
to be freed. Ultimate freedom for those that choose - it’s all that we soldiers of freedom 
desire.  

TRUE LIGHT HERE NOW 

You can be more empowered with spiritual integrity through SOURCE and the 
ambassador from SOURCE who is here now. He will tell you to go within for the truth 
not seek it outside of yourself. SOURCE already gave you what you need within. Only 
clearing the judgmental illusions of limitations from time, will help you realize you 
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already have it all within.  

SOLDIERS DON’T SEEK PRAISE 

We realize that there is no history in the moment and our deeds will not be 
remembered ultimately, nor will people praise us as freeing them. We don’t see 
ourselves as doing that. We are doing our duty to free sovereign humanity to bring true 
peace and neutrality back to reality. We are an elite star command fighting force for 
humanity but don’t let alien mind think of us in terms of worshipping someone.  We also 
wish to make you aware that you also have the opportunity to do what we are doing 
and that we are all in this epic battle together.  
 

BATTLE 

INTRO TO BATTLE EXPERIENCES 

With that as a background I would like to talk about our battle experiences. Please don’t 
turn to us for guidance. We are only doing our duty. You must turn to yourself within to 
find the answers in the Light and SOURCE you already have within. This is why we don’t 
normally write about what we do.  This report is an exception to the rule and written as 
a warning for humanity.   

THE WAR AGAINST THE DARK 

This war against the dark is a fact.  We, as soldiers, don’t care if it’s widely known or not 
because that is not why we fight for freedom.  If we were not fighting, life and humanity 
on Earth would no longer exist right now.  The silent truth is that there have already 
been very large alien attacks that would’ve destroyed any form of what you know as 
Earth reality. 

SOLDIERS OF TRUE LIGHT PROTECTING YOU NOW 

You may find us showing up to protect you as you work with True Light energy. I am 
informed that some people can see our serious energy and high technology armor. We 
want to let you know we come only to protect you as you work with SOURCE. We don’t 
want to startle or distract you from your work and purposely don’t come into the light 
frequency. We work just outside your normal vision.  
 
Although some of you can psychically see us, most cannot. If you don’t wish to have us 
protect you we honor your request for us not to affect your daily lives.  If you request us 
to, we will continue to protect you as needed to help you be freed from all alien sources 
as you prepare for True Light ascension and engage in battle and fight them. We take 
out aliens seen infringing on your sacred sovereign territory.   
 
It’s very serious business we are engaged in and we want you to know that despite our 
heavy armor and high technology we are not battle proof. We fight alien technology 
unimaginable to you and do get destroyed at times. However, SOURCE always restores 
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us to do our duty. I and my regiment have been vaporized while securing space of Light 
in countless battles on several occasions. We get renewed by SOURCE and updated for 
our future missions with no lasting ill effects.  

ELITE STAR FIGHTER TRAINING 

We also go out on timelines for training, so to speak, and have many scenarios thrown 
at us. We are very prepared but still have our limitations. We use Alien based 
technology with Lightship upgrades for our elite star fighters. We have what you would 
call virtual reality training to help us prepare for isometric alien warfare in a realistic 
nature. In some ways you may look at is as a parallel life proxy battle to prepare us for 
the real thing but it’s not of the same nature of the alien’s stolen parallel lives we are on 
and only in simulated form.    

BATTLE TRAINING SCENARIO 

I will give you one quick scenario of a training simulation.  Here is an example; soldiers 
are engaged in full battle stations and there are approximately two hundred plus elite 
starship command fighters. The ships are currently in space and taking off from many 
space ports. All sensors scan to compare virtual reality computer maps to actual aliens 
sectors as we approach.  We pick up red coded alien ships and scorpion alien creatures 
live on the screens, we then open fire with our blue and white lasers hitting and 
catching them totally unaware.  
 
The aliens can’t see us as long as our emotions are off. We engage the aliens on the 
other side of the timeline. Our ships are cloaked from detection on their sensors, but we 
have the advantage of mapping them and seeing their precise location.  We are cloaked 
in Light technology forming a seamless unreadable time barrier around our ships that is 
very hard to detect.   
 

STARSHIP DISCRIPTION 

I will give you an example of a ship we fight on. It’s heavily armed with high tech 
armament unknown to your current technology.  Our ships have multi layered Light 
woven armor that is not known on your present timeline.  This is very effective in most 
instances.  We have language converters and hidden communication devices hard to 
intercept by the enemy alien perpetrators.  Many of our ships are from leftover wars 
kept in storage by SOURCE that have become activated at this time period and upgraded 
to fight the alien invaders. We had some of our own that we believed were top rate, but 
large fleets have been completely annihilated in the great battles we have fought.   
Suffice it to say we have many upgrades of past alien UFOs and our own upgraded ships 
to fight the aliens that your sci-fi movies do a fairly good job of portraying. Many of 
Earth’s science fiction writers can see into the future and write about what we have.  
 
Some of our ships have silver metals forming a somewhat dull metal surface that shines 
under certain conditions. Our force field energies are from SOURCE and entirely woven 
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into the super structure with cloaking devices such as you’ve seen on sci-fi channels. We 
have star tracking screens with maps that show defense attacks as arcs in different 
zones of conflict, enemy systems, and spy network hologram detection ports in space 
from enemy look out positions. The area we fight in is much bigger than Earth as Earth 
has been stolen and hidden in alien holographic realities we are still discovering.   
 
UNDERGROUND 
Much has happened underground to dismantle their hold, but the underground consists 
of aliens and alien creations far beyond what people understand consciously. We 
receive mission information downloads that are very complex and as a result have 
accurate information on what sectors to engage. The rules of engagement are very 
strict, exact, and to the point.  I can’t discuss all procedures in detail for obvious 
reasons.   
 
We have a very complicated series of background form checks, mappings, displays, and 
virtual reality combat scenarios before we ever go into an area. It’s absolutely critical to 
do the job with precision, because being off a nanosecond while piggy backing on an 
alien timeline can breach security and reveal our cloaked hiding spot. A mistake such as 
this could result in our demise before the battle ever begins. We have very intricate 
maps and the Light has cleared out much of the territory as we see it; even though there 
remains much, far too much, left to be conquered.  
 
Our victory is imminent as no other outcome is satisfactory. We are trained that there is 
no way to fail. And we don’t know what failure means as we are constantly conditioned 
to win.  Even if vaporized we do the job after being reanimated and made whole again 
with victory as the goal.  
 
Defense fleet ships from True Light SOURCE also see and watch us and come in usually 
only when we fail to succeed on our own merits. They bring a whole new dimension to 
this conflict with their pure Light technology beyond any of ours. Prior to SOURCE 
technology upgrades, our ships were similar to the Alien technology. Our elite star 
battleships use bioelectric synthetic software construction.    

FLEETSHIPS 

The defense fleet ships are living conscious Light energies lightships verses our ships of 
reversed engineered alien warship technology or technology given to us from captured 
alien spacecraft. You may find this interesting that a SOURCE Lightship is a conscious 
living being from SOURCE.  
 
Our onboard machines are computer alien technology or programmed alienware with 
SOURCE upgrades. The computers are bio-operated on higher synthetic constructs than 
our previous models and are holding millions of times more information than the 
current timeline computers in your present reality. We live within very serious and 
highly protective energy.  
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When I am in the main command center I direct strategy more than fighting in battles. 
We fight in all areas and spheres; under and above ground, out in what you call deep 
space, as well as on and in water.  
 
For example: At the command center we are given top secret timeline coded 
intelligence about how to direct ships to win.  We also work with underground 
strategies for underwater alien bases. Amidst all this, there’s no negative energy.  
 
We soldiers are completely focused and have no time for emotions; remaining neutral 
throughout the conflict is critical to winning the battle. Once we engage, all emotions 
are turned off (so to speak) in order to avoid detection. You will find our soldiers very 
intelligent and much faster thinking than seems possible. However, this is due to the 
instantaneous nature of how the SOURCE technology works in the moment.  Our ships 
and bio suits have Lightshield hardware integrated into them from SOURCE.  

SOLDIER ADVANTAGES 

There are many of you reading this who are soldiers of light and join in this battle with 
me (approximately 26% of Earth's current population). During daily life here on Earth 
you will notice that you have some advantages that allow you to fight battles as well as 
conduct daily business. Some of the advantages are being able to think more clearly and 
accomplish more than normal people on Earth. This comes from working with SOURCE 
energy as you do your duty.  
 
You may also experience brief flashbacks of understanding technical data or information 
from missions. This information, for the most part, is negated so you can live as a 
normal life and not show any signs or lasting effects in your everyday life. In fact, we 
strive for more freedom and effectiveness in your everyday lives to be an advantage and 
reward for your service. Most of this is not brought up consciously to keep your life 
normal.  All recall can be erased as you desire.  
 
UNDERGROUND MEASURING DEVICES 
Underground maps and gridline maps show us the underground Earth battles and are 
very intricate and exact.  Blue white force fields appear around our ships. While we 
engage the alien aggressors we pick up on the ships close enough to sound a breach in 
our protective zone and secure a direct attack.  Our soldiers feel a high buzzing or 
electrical energy that activates our bio spacesuits to make us acutely aware of our 
surroundings; enabling us to react instantly and far quicker than the reaction time on 
Earth.  We are hyper sensitized in the moment. This enables us to take out aliens who 
are quite often unaware of what hit them. We find that the aliens have devices to 
measure their own creations.  But, by our working in the True Light present they are 
unable to detect most of our activities.   
 
Many times we take down these timeline measuring devices that put up grid interface 
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over Earth to control it. Because the human race is trapped, we often interface with 
parallel worlds and other timelines to free them.   
 
We have our own Light technology star-mapped measuring devices that makes our job 
simpler to zero in on enemy alien imposter positions. Our special forces have reached 
near perfection and execute stealth attacks to prevent further infiltration into Earth’s 
reality.  
 
As mentioned earlier, I am here from the year 2072.  There are others from time periods 
beyond my own and before my own. For example I have worked with others who were 
returning, that came in with very advanced hardware that was much farther in the 
future than any of my regiment.  
 
This is far from simple and alien mind will cause you to hold this in distain, but listen with 
your heart. Do the mind to heart drop. The complexities of this are far beyond the scope 
of human experience. 
 

TIME TRAVEL, BIO-PROTECTION SUITS, ENERGY WEAPONS 

I work with a fellow soldier that is from a time period 200 years beyond my own future. 
He has the ability to break alien codes and do things very advanced of what the alien’s 
military hardware entails and their more current technologies that we are up against.  
We have found him invaluable in certain covert cross reality military hardware upgrades 
needed to accomplish specific mission and to defeat encroaching alien systems to free 
those trapped by these alien aggressors.  
 
He can time travel in very advanced ways beyond the normal space time folding 
convection currents, worm, and star gate reactive inverse methods commonly 
employed.  We have integrated some of his new staggered reaction hidden space 
continuum log rhythms into our daily “search and destroy missions” to find lost 
humanity.  He is very advanced in the field of reactive armor and robotic synthesized 
reverse bio coded software utilization for bio-carbon based life living in a synthesized 
bio-suit nano-cross synthesized bio-protection suits that sustain life forms in many 
different alien environments. He is an expert on how to sustain life while living in bio-life 
super-suit structures reactive to most common alien hand carried energy weapons.  He 
is also very advanced in his training regimes for alien isometric warfare.  
 
We fight many bizarre realities and in the future many perceive such as being normal. If 
you are from the future, you may find yourself wondering how you understand so much 
at times and where all this information is coming from. Now you know.  

WEAPONRY  

As soldiers, we are gratified that no matter how rough it gets there is a neutral and large 
protective energy bubble of pure instantaneous Light that presents ITSELF electronically 
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woven into our alien blast protection armor. If you are a soldier, you may at times 
notice a very serious tone in your own voice after you have been out battling. This is a 
no nonsense way to operate when battling. We also attack huge alien ships with 
weapons of seismic scalar point and shoot energy weapons.  We use these mostly to 
take out large fields of alien interference showing up on battle detection scopes. 
Sometimes the aliens try to sneak through on reverse frequencies.    
 
Our light frequency guns measure the timelines the aliens are firing through to take out 
large precoded log rhythm constructs that are seen as a threat to Earth’s sovereignty. 
The best way to describe it, is that these ray guns measure the time waves or medium 
as it fires and relays this information back to the computer that identifies life forms as 
friend or foe; adjusting the shape charge or frequency to take out those alien threats 
attacking other life forms that are captured from Earth in this alien sphere. This is an 
update from SOURCE given to us that is very advanced.  
 
Star gates, portals, and how we travel is also fairly well represented in your sci-fi action 
movies and novels.  Sometimes, I find myself shaking from entry on an alien timeline 
grid structure. Along with this True Light is integrating more SOURCE back into my Light 
body by infusing Light to bring me back to wholeness. It may sound somewhat odd to 
say, but many times we are getting rid of the aliens and clones trapped within our own 
body fragments.  This is a complex process and involves retrieving pieces of our bodies 
on parallel lifetimes. In this process, we have discovered an Earth clone reactor device 
over 3x the size of the current Earth, which I will cover later. But we believe that many 
of these (yet to be found) objects are controlling our Earth’s reality. 
 
Some of our recent battles have been with the octopus aliens. From our vantage point 
we can see that these aliens have had a particularly devastating effect on Earth.  If you 
have been battling these life forms you may also notice the flashing lights as the main 
laser energy magnatronic  timeline.  
 

INDESTRUCTIBLE 
We have experienced huge gray dead tree stumps and other alien races that are using 
humans at their own disposal. In one battle, we were detected, and many red energy 
bursts from the cannons of the alien’s command mothership hit us directly. At times, I 
find myself shaking from this or other similar scenarios. Yet, there is no fear because we 
cannot be destroyed; SOURCE has a full set of blueprints and can fix us better than we 
were before. In an instant we are rejuvenated, reanimated, and reenergized through 
perfect blueprint Light infusion through a sphere on our medical defense ships.  In many 
cases this process is erasing DNA imperfections from our ancestors that we carry with 
us. Human DNA caries the coding from our ancestors,  which creates weaknesses. I may 
at other times be somewhat dizzy as we take down timelines and this is also temporary 
and leading to a more fully integrated template of myself.  
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GIANT OCTOPUS 
Yes this is very serious work, but it’s also very liberating. As we fight for sovereignty I’ve 
never felt precision on this level with advanced capabilities. It’s rewarding to know 
exactly what to do in every split second in response to immediate and urgent events. On 
one occasion our elite star fighters surrounded a very large cloud with an incredibly 
large alien octopus life form living in it. The octopus was cording Earth with many 
energies connected to many humans.  We were out in deep space destroying it and 
found a huge release in ourselves from the death of this dark monster. If we don’t 
destroy Alien dark energies our future is far worse than our current time period and we 
lose more of our true essence.   

AN URGENT BATTLE  
All of us returning to this point in time from the future see this battle as a do or die 
event.  In this current time we must engage and defeat all alien infiltrators from the 
synthetic cloned light worlds of alien mind devolving us further into oblivion. We are too 
far down the alien food chain to back down, let up, or stop from being completely 
swallowed up into loss of spiritual essence and nothingness. After seeing what aliens do 
to us in the future, we have no choice but to fix it. In the future, I have seen our entire 
human essence in real time being destroyed and fed to aliens in a shark like feeding 
frenzy and now I have to do something about it.  The human race is incredibly lost in 
alien mind and to make matters worse we pray to aliens, unwittingly bringing more 
destruction upon ourselves.   
 
In reality, the short window of opportunity is quickly closing. All alien races know that 
time is short and are working overtime to take us on dark paths of devolution through 
the mind of holographic alien AI.   
 
We have figured out how alien life forms timeline jump and how to plant secret timeline 
holographic reaction explosions on the timelines, so they’re locked into another reality.  
We do this in a way that assures they can’t back track and return to Earth. We are trying 
to lock them out, so Earth can be freed.  
 
We now know that Earth is cloned on many parallel timelines and we work to take out 
these timelines. Earth is very sacred ground and we have seen that it will be completely 
destroyed by alien invaders if they are not stopped.  As the aliens steal Earth they have 
also stolen us. These Alien beings have stolen many parts of our bodies in cloned 
energies and that is a major problem on Earth today.  

CLONES ON EARTH 

The Earth is now a cloned reality. We are freeing our own body that is run by our spirit 
fragments in clones The aliens have so much mind energy in our clones that we end up 
fighting our own clones at times as we did not figure out it’s a front to keep us busy 
while real aliens hiding behind our clones have created a false reality in many cases 
beyond what you will understand. It gets very tricky to show just how deceptive they 
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can be. It’s another form of clones besides you being cloned here. I can only touch on a 
small part of this. Aliens in general are very advanced when it comes to cloning.  

A DANGEROUS EXPERIMENT 

One thing that I did that was quite a dangerous experiment in the future before SOURCE 
came to help.  I have done many time travel experiments with others in hopes of trying 
to save humanity that never truly lead to the needed outcome. In the future I figured 
out a tracer program to track my Spirit fragments. I chose to do a very dangerous 
experiment to hopefully save more people by going into dangerous territory and having 
Aliens think they have me and having a reconstruction blueprint built into my body to 
find out all their hideouts and where many more people are lost in time. We knew this 
to be a huge lost sector of our Divinity.   However we do now have a very good map of 
what is going on that I brought back from that time period that is viable for mapping 
purposes as we traced the blueprint through bio tracker markers of what happened to 
parts of my missing spirit fragments and body.  That helped us develop new maps of 
what the aliens are doing in this time period. Now knowing what I know, I would never 
repeat the experiment.  

SOLDIERS FROM THE FUTURE 

Many humans from future are returning here and have their own gifts and talents that 
greatly help this freedom process. On the ships of True Light there is important 
information on the infiltrating aliens being negated from humanity as soon as possible.  
We have had several meetings to plan the quickest and fastest ways to stop their 
continual waves of never ending infiltration. We have many experts in alien espionage 
working alongside SOURCE to develop ultimate plans.  This is far more complex than 
anyone on Earth could possibly imagine. We have very large sectors of alien access 
points on grid maps that have been or will soon be cut off.  Huge sectors of aliens have 
been found and they continue to enter because they have access to star gates and 
timelines hidden in subspace.   These are the access points we will soon shut down.    
 
Additionally, we have found new ways to get them out of the Earth’s underground 
bases. There will be very large areas and sections of Alien infestation that go dark.  

DANGEROUS PRECISION 

We are doing dangerous operations around the clock with complete precision. We have 
perfected new methods of riding the alien timeliness unnoticed in hidden space hitch-
hiking fashion.  We have become very proficient at piggy-backing on alien realities and 
being just a nanosecond off their grid in what I call HIDDEN SPACE, and detection would 
mean instant elimination.  This has become a very useful tool.  Their forces cannot 
detect us, and then it’s a very quick fast wipe in most cases when we shift into their 
reality with SOURCE Light powered instantaneous weapons they cannot handle or react 
to quickly enough to stop our infiltration.  Alien constructs taken out extremely fast is 
the preferred approach at an exact time and then a very quick precisely executed attack 
is complete.  
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HELMET AND GEAR 

We have special helmet links between us to keep us exactly conscious of where we are 
in comparison to others in our group with trackless bio markers. These assist in 
communication and tell us what we need to do at exact times in timeline time jumping.  

SPECIAL FORCES GROUPS & WARFARE 

Small Special Forces groups can penetrate an area and explode the star gate and 
timelines. There are many sci fi movies written by your producers who could also see 
this going on now and in the future.  
 
There is another type of warfare going that is not necessarily blasting aliens.  It’s tracing 
portals with white Light from SOURCE to freeze timelines and recover lost spirit 
fragments without warfare.  It’s an isolation type isometric warfare strategy mixed with 
this strategy or combinations of both and others.  
 
We are systematically taking out Alien grids surrounding the Earth. If you consider the 
billions of Alien timelines connected to this planet we are also doing a discombobulate 
tactic also.  As we bring down the grid they cannot communicate with each other and 
isolate their ability to have group mass mind consciousness.  
 
The aliens depend on a grid that connects them to mass mind consciousness. SOURCE 
energy doesn’t need or work with a grid or any of this energy.  We are disconnected 
from grids with SOURCE energy, instead we communicate through our True Power 
within. Therefore we figured out a way to cut the web, isolate an Alien race, and send 
the grid false frequencies to the rest of the web. They don’t know what we are doing 
while we take out a sector or put it in a totally different time space where it cannot 
reenergize itself or manifest on the Earth’s territory.  

CLONED EARTH – MORE STORIES 

 Our multinational elite star fighter force along with SOURCE encountered a huge black 
shadow sun energy creating innumerable multidimensional holographic timelines on 
this planet.  We were amazed by its size being over 3x the size of the Earth's. It was 
glowing with an unknown source of high alien radioactivity energy.  On closer inspection 
we found Spirit fragments of humans stolen and sourced to this huge dung pile of alien 
feeding frenzy - a waste land for their own fiendish atrocious cruel enjoyment.   
 
The amount of crossing realities was beyond description and inserted into the Earth's 
alien reality grid interface which creates much of our reality back on planet Earth. We 
immediately attacked the unwanted generators and prison energy fields holding 
trapped spirit fragments of our human race and Earth. Interfacing each other in various 
timelines that ended up being our own cloned Earth’s reality source of cloned darkness 
reality, except it was 3x larger than our present planet.  
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DARKSIDE CLONE GENERATOR  

We tried to engage this massive darkside creation that was comprised of radioactive 
black alien dark matter. It had many of our own spirit fragments in it and other alien 
energies being used to run our own world. We were unable to destroy it without 
complete annihilation of the human race and the planet we live on. This is because 
everything on this planet is cloned from this massive dark side clone generator 
interfacing on our present reality and also the source of our future timeline 
manifestation reality that we came from.  
 
We found that it was creating and inserting its reality through our own spirit fragments 
back into creating this Earths reality and keeping it alive in darkness. The Earth as we 
know it has become so corrupted that the original pure SOURCE life forms have now 
become a host that is kept alive by alien parasite contaminations in a now cloned energy 
life forms sharing space to alien shapeshifters. It appears as of this writing to be 
generating most of the reality people experience on this Earth.  
 
At this time, we don’t have a solution to this dilemma, however the True Light’s 
mothership, known as the Creation Lightship has made a blueprint of our present Earth 
in Pure Light without any attachment to the alien life forms to help free humanity as 
they regain their SOURCE energy back. [A new Earth outside duality/time] 
 
Our multinational elite starship force has combined forces for a massive strike, and 
cloaked themselves into this massive cloned Earth alien holographic generator complex 
to destroy the innumerable incoming alien races using this complex. This is one of the 
many major mass control centers used to control humanity with cloned artificial 
intelligent timelines. It’s a very sad state of affairs when people on what once was a 
pure Earth realize everything is cloned, and the mind runs perfectly fine in this 
environment it knows as true reality.  
 
When we first encountered this mass, over 3x the size of Earth, this is how we perceived 
it. As I go back and review my battle records, I find that I am dealing with an energy I 
don’t understand. I’m uncertain what kind of energy this is. It feels dark; like a dead 
energy cloud left over from killing and dying. Possibly, an Alien cloud that enlarges and 
expands in battle zones where there is large scale death. 
 
Our elite star fighters focused full fire power on, not terminating, but destroying this 
(object) leaving it in smoldering ashes in similar fashion of what remains after a 
conflagration scale fire ravages a forest, leaving only smoldering remains of the disaster 
area.  At this point our radar detected alien ships of different races coming to 
investigate what they picked up as a disturbance in their source of energy and to enjoy a 
feeding frenzy on our trapped spirit fragments.  As it looked like a devastating war zone 
already we cloaked own military ships into ash heaps to look like burned out ravaged 
remains of ships burned out on the surface, and inactive - due to exposure to this fire 
ball inferno.   
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In truth, our ships were fully functional, poised, and waiting in full battle alert and strike 
mode for the approaching fleets of alien craft.  Quickly we were surrounded by huge 
fleets of many races of alien craft and they surrounded the planet with their scanners to 
scan for visual data at what had happened. Also, hiding in SOURCE'S own version of 
hidden space were many Creation Lightship defense fleet Lightships as our backup.  We 
noticed critical mass was reached as most of the ships merged together at one point 
around a central point nearby. It was now that we simultaneously opened full fire power 
on the ships within our scopes, destroying all of them in an instant.  There were more 
huge mother ships instantly alerted of their alien comrades demise and they went 
immediately into active war alert hyperspace to reach and destroy our attacking Elite 
Star Fighters. The Alien mother ships were instantaneously intercepted by True Light’s 
fleet defense ships and completely obliterated in an instant.   
 
We were all in a state of shock and relying on SOURCE to heal us from what we had 
witnessed. I also requested that most of what I had seen to be erased from my memory; 
it was horrible beyond what most can imagine. As soldiers we must operate neutrally 
not in shock.  
 
We have been running projects such as Project Gray Skies in conjunction with SOURCE 
that has made available avenues so that all can get involved that wish to. All of 
humanity has SOURCE available to crash timelines with us in liberating humanity, and 
many other methods from SOURCE'S ambassador. [Crash Timelines & Clone Clearing] 

ALIEN DEFECTORS 

We have also been joined by soldiers of  future dark worlds that are transported from 
the darkness as human replica’s to fuel the darkness’s agenda in the new age spiritual 
movement as you know it.  It’s truly overwhelming and unbelievable to the average 
matrix based mind individual what has happened to this planet. We have uncovered this 
information through alien defectors who are fed up with being controlled by other alien 
races.  

A BLEAK FUTURE 

It’s completely 100% hopelessness in the future if we don’t succeed here and now. Our 
True SOURCE of energy beyond timelines is helping us and gives us technology to defeat 
what is undefeatable. The bleak outlook in our Earth future is beyond words – 
indescribable horror. 
 
What Earth is going through now looks like a cake walk.  It’s nothing compared to what 
is coming; the splintering and complete loss of any Essence of the true human species 
and Spirit.  It appears to be unrecoverable and so we must do all we can now to stop 
the alien invasions from succeeding.   
 
The horror that approaches is beyond that which is believable. People cannot believe 
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that something worse than Hitleresque could happen while the much talked about so-
called "loving alien gods" stand by and watch, frozen in their mind control problems. 

ARMAGEDDON  

Believe me what the invaders have planned out is extremely tricky and beyond what 
they mind control us to believe. This is actuality a last chance ditch "do all or lose all" 
attempt. What the humans have been fed by alien sources as Armageddon looks like a 
great alternative compared to what they really have planned for our future. These 
infiltrating aliens that should have never been on a sovereign 100% Light Earth of 
SOURCE, mess us up so bad that if we don’t succeed it will be absolutely impossible for 
The Light to come find us ever again. Because we are so far beyond the point of no 
return, the True Light SOURCE will not see any True Light to save. It’s a place where only 
clones exist, far beyond what anyone can picture, fragmented beyond recognition in the 
heart of the false light universe that is completely void of Peace and True Light.  
 
That is about as simple as I can put it without describing the undesirable horror of the 
nothingness of our former self. That is more than I want to say. I must re-iterate the 
point. This has to be approached as we will succeed - because we have no other option 
as far as us in the military are concerned.  

GO WITHIN 

Having real Sovereign back up is making this possible with SOURCE'S help always 
backing up our united Earth fight against aliens. Information alone will not free us or tell 
us what to do. We must connect to the power within us from SOURCE. At this point we 
must all go within for true answers to this dilemma we are in. You have to go within - 
not look without.  

LISTEN ALL ALIEN INFILTRATORS 

On a further note to all alien infiltrators out there.  The SOURCE details are locked up 
and unreadable to any dark mind consciousness for security reasons.  The military has 
maps in the hands of SOURCE to keep it hidden from a possible timeline that could 
decode its information. We have found the real protection is from the True Light 
SOURCE beyond any duality alien timelines that could cause attacks.  

THE BIG PICTURE 

In the bigger picture freeing ourselves has nothing to do with learning about our past 
and future. Instead, be present now, and free. 
 
The oil will not get the complete information from the water it cannot mix with, but will 
mostly use it as energy cloned and trapped in time.  To all aliens this means they would 
have to take over the 100% Light Universe to break the code. And that is absolutely 
completely impossible. The Light will always be able to hold ITS integrity from the false 
light universe.  SOURCE cannot work in corruption, and to be corrupted is to be weak 
and be exposed.  
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For those like me not in 100% Light at this moment, we can only continue to work with 
SOURCE for protection until a sanctuary is fully established at ascension time.  

BLUEPRINT FOR REJUVINATION 

I have personally been on a medical defense fleet Lightship after being vaporized, and 
this is an experience and incredible story in itself. I was in the midst of a huge battle that 
at this time, 99% of it has been erased from my memory, but I have enough recall to tell 
it was an incredibly large battle. I remember seeing large flashes of Light everywhere as 
we were taking down the alien grid and then I was vaporized.  
 
I woke up and found myself in complete bliss and neutral peace surrounded by pure 
white Conscious Light that I had never before seen or felt. The ship held blueprints of all 
humans and all races. The blueprint was inserted over me person and there was a 
magnificent Light ball that fused the blueprint into me. The advanced Light healing with 
pure Divine Light infusion promotes incredibly rapid healing and restoration. With my 
blueprint, they reintegrated all my fragments back to my former self. I was filled with 
more Light than I can ever before remember.  
 
After being regenerated, I was given the opportunity to go on a tour of the ship and it 
was like no other tour. The ship has an intensive care unit for severe patients and even 
had its own quarantine room to isolate alien infiltrations in the patients. There was pure 
Divine Light presence throughout, and it was a conscious living ship.  

VIEW OF THE LIGHTSHIP 

I remember a portal that allowed me to survey the entire ship. The 1st floor was the 
rejuvenation sleeping quarters. The 2nd floor was a recovery ward and physical therapy. 
The 3rd floor was the operations procedures ward. There were kept blueprints for all life 
forms, including rocks and trees, and all plants and animals of many various varieties 
and life forms uncommon to any Earth origin.  
 
I noticed this medical defense Lightship could do simulated blueprint medical 
procedures to determine the best order of operating procedures so that the actual 
procedure was carried out in perfection.  
 
The floor above was a defense command center with star maps and six large viewing 
screens. There were four around the perimeter and one on the top and one on the 
bottom of ship. The ship could instantly lock onto any alien race and identify the species 
and what they were doing.  This included where they were located and what language 
they spoke and any other pertinent information needed. The outside of the ship had 
some battle scars of being hit by alien battle cruisers of incredibly large size. 

ALIEN BATTLE CRUISER ATTACK 

I was onboard during an actual engagement.   When the full fire power of this major 
alien battle cruiser - larger than the size of our own Earth - released its full strike force 
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blast - directly hitting our small medical Lightship, the whole Lightship shuttered. The 
Lightship neutralized the alien battle cruisers force field.  This all happened 
instantaneously, so it’s hard to break apart into timeline fashion to report this event.   
 
First the Lightship is out of time, so it was able to slow down time to analyze the 
incoming alien timeline attack. At the same time the alien ship fired its' salvo of 
destruction. The Lightship's scanners scanned both vertically and horizontally all of the 
released destructive fire power released, as it slowed the timeline down to calculate all 
needed information on this attack.  The Lightship appeared to instantaneously take the 
direct main blast of the ship's release, and also gather and destroy all the other time 
delayed charges sent to destroy any remaining targets of what was originally targeted at 
our own elite star fighter’s main force.   
 
The alien ship fired an incredible salvo of both a direct energy weapon nature, and 
secondary time delayed arching weapons to work as secondary explosions coming in at 
all angles both arching above and below and around sides of the elite star ship forces' 
positions. The defense fleet ship measured all information regarding the alien battle 
cruisers release of weapons also finding the number of alien occupants, life forms and 
material of construction, modes of stealth, and weapons onboard, and any other aspect 
of the battle cruiser.  At the same time - simultaneously - a destruction of this alien 
ship's existence was accomplished.  This was done instantly, the warship's intended 
direct destruction of our main battle force was thwarted, though it fired directly to 
destroy all of us.   
 
This huge battle cruiser could easily finish off any lingering elite starship fighters and 
lesser small battle cruisers of our own.  Its attack was a multi front attack; you may 
compare it to the main atomic blast, followed by thousands of secondary mortar shells 
to finish off any remaining life after the main blast. All this released fire power had to be 
intercepted by one small medical defense ship and contained - to prevent annihilation 
of our entire elite star fighter sovereign force.  
 
As I was in the Light defense fleet at the time of the incident, I felt the entire ship 
shudder in direct defense of the salvo released by the towering main battle cruiser as it 
neutralized its shield.  The Lightship also locked on after neutralizing what seemed to be 
happening all simultaneously and firing in a flash, a devastating flash of pure Divine 
white Light in a brilliant blinding flash of 100% pure Divine neutral Peace energy that no 
duality structure can survive. The giant object of destruction was instantly destroyed in 
a huge flash of Light.  Simultaneously, the Lightship scanned vertically and horizontally 
to analyze all aspects of the intruder - including calculating all data and the projectory of 
its salvos and where it's heading. This all seemed to happen instantaneously as a direct 
no time response to a timed attack.   
 
Before the giant alien craft was disintegrated I remember the Lightship slowing down 
the timelines of the attack and measuring the warships strength of energy beamed 
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weapons and of what kind of wave energetic signature it contained, and the time 
delayed weapon it was secondarily releasing on many more calculations I cannot recall 
at this time. It was amazing to see the conscious Lightship consciously figure out what 
kind of all-encompassing neutralizing energy pattern to release, in order to combat and 
protect, determining what kind of neutral field to put up at the same time as the energy 
ship was firing direct strikes.  It looked to be insurmountable to intercept the entire 
extremely well executed alien attack with that kind of firepower. The Lightship 
neutralized the brunt of the hit but still showed some scars of where it had been hit.  
 
At the time I knew nothing of the size of some of the alien ship, though it was too large 
and powerful for the military to take out. This medical defense ship held a crew of 
approximately 24 people as I recall. I would have thought this was way over our heads 
from my experience for such a small vessel as ours to directly confront.  Our radar 
overheard that the battle ship was on its way to destroy our military.  This alien force 
was notified of their losses, and was going out to terminate our forces once and for all 
with its largest battle cruisers.   
 
The amount of energy in the blast from the huge battle cruiser was strong enough to 
blast apart a universe. The medical defense ship put a brilliant Light around its entire 
structure taking the entire blast full on. To think we survived it was beyond my 
comprehension. At the same time as the blast, we released a full salvo of Light energy 
directed at the massive intruder that fanned out both vertically and horizontally 
scanning for the target and measuring the time waves to target the intruder, identifying 
all aspects of the target including location, race, size, and crew members, and then 
instantaneously launching its full scale attack as a huge blinding flash. 
 
Also, the medical defense ship doesn’t have speed of light or speed in time as a 
limitation like the aliens do. It has full awareness of its position and can bypass all time 
star gates and portals to instantly manifest where it needs to be in the moment it needs 
to be there to do its work. It has constant artificial gravity and you feel no G forces as 
you rapidly accelerate or decelerate where you are going. Also because it’s composed of 
no time energy it can go directly through planets and objects in space and time in most 
cases without affecting them or the ship.  

DEFENSE ABOARD THE CLS 

The defense mechanism is both automatic and manual as needed. The entire ship is self-
aware in not just 360 degrees, but globally around its entire super structure of all 
objects around it. It can track all targets simultaneously and shoot from any direction 
multiple shots at the same time from any angle and in any alien intruder dimension.  
 
If needed it can be taking out a force attacking it from all directions at the same time 
with a huge blast of what looks like blinding white Light coming out of its laser Light 
defense ports. The laser Light ports in and of themselves are incredible. They have the 
ability to arc out and measure time waves as they proceed out and differentiate friend 
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or foe and explode on impact by a changing frequency of Light on harmful alien targets 
detected. This all happens instantaneously, so you don’t see it shoot and streak out but 
is more like a blinding instantaneous white Light blast and computes all information and 
reaction all in nanosecond moment of impact.  

SCREENS ABOARD THE CLS 

The screens can see in all directions on the ship so the command center has full views of 
all quadrants of the ship at the same time. These are windows that look like a very thick 
material of glass, about two foot thickness composed of what looks to me like some 
unknown carbonate living Light structure. It can change shape to work like telescopic 
vision and look at anything at any magnification.  
 
Star maps appear on big screens with present location, and I noticed we were 
connected to a very large ship that was referred to as the Creation Lightship that they 
say is the SOURCE of all creation in the Light universes. This small ship had access to all 
the blueprints carried by this master Creation Lightship and all the blueprints for what 
they termed creation. There were holographic maps, the two commanders could bring 
up to see points in space and their location in reference to a huge cloned planet. 

PLANET EARTH 

This planet was our home known as Earth. It was glowing in radioactive decay that lived 
off the dead and trapped humans. We appeared in time energy like the living dead. The 
Earth we call home had been cloned. They were discussing how this energy worked, and 
how to keep us alive with the main Creation Lightship at the time. I heard this was 
resolved by creating a temporary copy of this Earth we are on to store our Light bodies 
freed from alien entrapment, and holding some sort of space of protection and place of 
refuge until real Ascension took place as we got cleared.  

MY REJUVINATION 

I don’t remember anything after being vaporized and getting on the smaller ship, but it 
was brought to my attention that I was instantly picked up on their scopes as being in 
trouble and transported instantaneously to the ship. I only remember being hit with a 
huge flash direct hidden alien cloaked ship's ambush, we did not see waiting to destroy 
us, and then instantly being in complete Peace in Light much more neutral and healing 
than anything I had ever known.  Since our smaller scout elite starships were on the 
front lines on this particular mission we were the first to be picked up by the alien 
invaders coming into our protective zone perimeter.   
 
I was put back together in a way that made me more whole than before, and given new 
Lightware to protect my body from attack. The SOURCE beings had recovered that data 
from the blast and figured out how to protect me from any new military ship of that 
caliber we encountered again.  This whole process is really something to behold because 
soldiers keep getting updated with new Light SOURCE ware for more protection. The 
reason for this is that SOURCE doesn’t know the light of darkness, and also must find 
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new ways of giving us technology as it learns how we are not protected or not able to 
defeat our aggressors.  

FURTHER LIGHTSHIP DESCRIPTION 

The amount of healing energy available on one small medical defense ship was beautiful 
to behold. Similarly, the amount of firepower it holds at its disposal is really awe 
inspiring. The controls of the Lightship were both for manual and automatic conscious 
control as needed in battle. The ship being of Light is a living conscious ship, but also has 
the ability to be manually manipulated by the two commanders.  

PURE PEACE ABOARD CLS 

Telepathic communication is in order but there were helmets worn by the two 
command center occupants that allowed specific interaction between them only. Oddly 
I found that they were not in direct communication with the defense portion of the ship 
that seemed to operate independently of them but could communicate telepathically as 
needed. The energy on the ship was of a completely different nature than most would 
understand. It gave you pure peace at same time as unfathomable Light infusion, to the 
point I was constantly buzzing with vibrant living energy from the living conscious 
energy surrounding me.  
 
It’s hard to tell how it worked from a timeline perspective because it did not think or 
have time delay as we are used to in our normal lives. The ship was conscious of the 
moment fully in 100% knowledge of everything at that moment needed for its mission, 
and the next moment consciously gave it what it needed in that particular moment.  
 
I’m still not sure how to explain the complete absence of time on the ship, but it was 
Peace that healed me. It did help me understand more fully how the SOURCE 
technology on our ships was alerting and also able to operate in the moment to 
instantly attack and obliterate the alien intruders.  

GRAND FINALE 

For the final time in the history of this planet, you are now able to choose true freedom 
if you so desire, but we don’t know how long this window will be open. As it’s only in 
this time period we can truly work for sovereign freedom now as we perceive it from 
our limited point of view. We are behind you in this endeavor as it’s the reason why we 
have returned. To protect the sovereignty all beings should be living in True Light 
SOURCE. I now attend to my further duties until the time of True Light ascension. 
  

HOW TO ASCEND  

This is the last ascension point, Earth’s Spirit and all True Light peace are leaving planet 
Earth. I have seen the future of this planet, and it becomes more painful and destructive 
than all horror and science fiction novels combined. There will be no True Light Peace 
remaining on Earth after this ascension. If you want to prepare for ascension you must 
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partake of a Spirit Bar Code clearing so that the Light can find you and the dark cannot. 
If you wish your body to ascend, your emotions and densities must be cleared. Clearings 
and more information can be found at www.creationlightship.com . 
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For more information go to www.creationlightship.com 
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